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In this article, you need more origin adnots to verify the information. Help improve this article by annotating trusted sources. You can suspect and remove content from the UN. Latin Alphabet National Alphabet Aa Ãă Â Bb Cc Dd Dd DD Ee Gg Hh Ii Kk Ll Mm Oo O o pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Xx Yy Basic Latin Alphabet ISO
Aa Bb Cc DD Ee Ff Gg Hh Iii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Ss Tt Uu Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz M, m (called e-blur or em-blur or blur) The letter M is a nasal sound that uses two lips to re-enter and comes from the Greek word pubic. Cymrian mem can also be the source of M. In the ASCII code board used in the computer, the
uppercase M is 77, and the letter m is usually 109. In the international measurement system: M is used for the hey sex - or 106.m is used for mile precondation – or 1/1000.m is also a gauge symbol. In bio chemistry M is a symbol of methionine. In the color model, CMYK M represents dark pink. In tincture M is used for
methane prestfam and has a value of 220. In express numbers as Roman numbers, M is 1000. M is used to represent metro systems (trams or underground trains) cities such as Paris, Montréal ... According to international vehicle codes, M is used in Malta. M is called Mike in the NATO sound alphabet. In Greek, M is
equivalent μ Μ and m corresponds to the μ. a m is equivalent to м. Latinxts Alphabet National Alphabet Aa Ãă Â Bb Cc Dd Ee Ee Gg Hh Ii Kk Ll Mm Nn O'Oo O Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Uu Vv Xx Yy Basic Latin Alphabet of ISO Aa Bb Cc Dd Ff Gg Hh Ii Jj Kk Ll Mm Nn Oo Pp Qq Rr Ss Tt Ttu Vv Vv Ww Xx Yy Zz Letter M with
sub-designations ᵯ ᶆ ᵯ ᶆ Pairing two letters Ma Mă Mâ Mb Mc Md Me mf Mg Mh MJ MN MN Mo Mp Mq Ms Mt Mm Mv Mv Mv Mw Mx My MZ MA MÂ MB MC MD ME MF M MH MI MJ MK ML MN M MQ MR MS MT MU MV MW MX MY MZ dM eM gM gM iM jM mM mM om om om pM qM rM tM tM vM xM zM AM AM
NEGATIVE CM CM EM SMOOTH FM GM HM IM JM KM LM MM NM OM hugging PM QM RM TM UM XM YM ZM Pair M with number or number from M0 M1 M2 M 3 M4 M5 M6 M8 M9 0M 1M 2M 3M 4M 5M 6M 7M 8M 9M See also self-service list of variants of the old digit ISO/IEC 646 Unicode Wikimedia History
There are more images and media downloadable to M. Reference This language theme article is still early. xts Take from 23M CompanyT formerMinnesota Mining and Manufacturing CompanyFormingSitesNYSE Listed Companies: MMMThe Dow JonesSS Industry AverageSConglomerate IndustryInception13 Jun 1902;
Two Harbors, Minnesota, Minnesota, USAJohn Founder Dwan Hermon CableHenry Bryan William A. McGonagle HeadquartersMaplewood, Minnesota, Minnesota, U.S. Global OperationsSudentInge Thulin (President, Products#Products revenues $30.109 billion (2016)[1]Operating profit of $7.223 billion (2016)[1]Net
profit $5.05$32.9 trillion (2016)[1] Total equity $10.298 billion (2016) [1] Total equity of $10.298 billion (20 [16]Number of employees 91,584 (2016)[1]Website3M.com 3M Company, formerly Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Company, is an American international conglomerate based in Maplewood, Minnesota,
suburban St. Paul. [2] With $30 billion in annual revenue, 3M leverages 90,000 employees worldwide and produces more than 65,000 products, including: adhesives, abrasives, pressed products, passive flame retardants, personal protective equipment, cosmatology and orthotherapy products, electronic materials,
medical products, car care products (sun projection films, polishing, waxes, car wash oils, external body treatment, anti-corrosion agents for internal and automotive engines),[3] electronic circuits, care software and optical films. [4] 3M operates in more than 65 countries, including 29 international manufacturing
companies and 35 companies with laboratories. 3M products can be purchased through distributors and retailers and online directly from the company. See Annual Results 2016 (PDF). 3M Co.  3M Center, Maplewood 55144 – Google Maps. Maps.google.com. Accessed July 14, 2013.  3M U.S.: Health Care.
Solutions.3m.com. Accessed March 29, 2012.  Who we are – 3 million company information in the USA. Solutions.3m.com. Accessed July 14, 2013.  Taken from 1 m = International unit 1 m 1×10-3 km 1000 mm 10×109 Å 105.7×10-18 cups American style / British style 39.37 at 3,281 ft 1,094 yd 621,371×10-6 mi Mét
(French: mètre, English: A meter (United Kingdom) or a meter (US)) is a unit of distance, one of the seven basic units of the international measurement system (SI), abbreviated as m.[1]. The most recent definition of the Bureau International des Poids et Mesures meter in 1983 was: A meter (meter) is the distance of light
traveled in a vacuum for a period of 1,1,299,792,458 seconds. [2] Meters are defined as the length of the distance taken by light in a vacuum for 1/299 792 458 seconds. The clock was originally defined in 1793 as one-tenth of a millionth of the distance from the equator to the Arctic along a large circle, so earth's circity is
about 4 billion kilometers. In 1799, the meter was redetermined in the sense of a prototype measuring rod (the actual rod was changed in 1889). In 1960, the meter was redetermined according to certain wavelengths of a specific krypton-86 emission line. The current definition was adopted in 1983 and slightly updated in
2019. The origin of this unit of measurement can come from the Greek premedo μετρω (metreo) (for measuring, counting or comparing) and the nod μτρον (metron) (measurement), which is used for physical measurement, poetry measurement and expansion for censorship. History of the meridian room of the Paris
Observatory (or Cassini room): The Parisian meridian is painted on the ground. In 1671, Jean Picard measured the length of the second pendulum (pendulum with a two-second cycle) at the Paris Observatory. He discovered that the value of 440.5 lines of Toise of Châtelet was recently refreshed. He proposed a
universal toise (French: Toiseiverseelle), which was twice as long as the second pendulum. [3] However, it was quickly discovered that the length of the second pendulum varies depending on the location: French astronomer Jean Richer measured 0.3% of the length difference between Cayenne (in French Guiana) and
Paris. [5] [6] Jean Richer and Giovanni Domenico Cassini measured the Martian medometer between Paris and Cayenne in French Guiana when Mars was closest to Earth in 1672. They found a form of solar medence of 9.5 arcs per second, which corresponds to the distance of the Earth's Sun at about $22 billion of
Earth's radius. They were also the first astronomers to have access to an accurate and reliable value for the Earth's radius, as measured by colleague Jean Picard in 1669 with 3,269,000. In addition to its importance for mapping, determining the shape of the Earth becomes of the utmost importance in astronomy,
because the diameter of the Earth is the unit by which all blue distances depend on it. [8] [9] [10] [11] When defining the Paris pantheon following the French Revolution, the French Academy of Sciences asked the committee to establish a single scale for all measurements. On 7 October 1790, that committee notified the
application of the decimal system and on 19 March 1791 recommended the use of the term mètre (measure), a unit with a basic length determined by one tenth of a millionth of a millionth of the distance between the Arctic and the equator along the mesohort through Paris. [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] In 1793, the French
National Convention adopted the proposal. The French Academy of Sciences commissioned an expedition led by Jean Baptiste Joseph Delambre and Pierre Méchain, which lasted from 1792 to 1799, which attempted to accurately measure the distance between the building at Dunkerque Castle and Montjuïc castle in
Barcelona on the longstring of the Paris Pantheon. The expedition was fictional in Denis Guedj, Le Mètre du Monde. Ken Alder wrote the reality of the expedition in Measure of Everything: a seven-year adventure and a fundamental mistake that changed the world. [20] This part of the Parisian mesothoth, which is the
basis of the mid-mesothm length that connects the Arctic with the equator. From 1801 to 1812, France used this definition of a gauge as an official length measurement unit based on the results of this expedition in conjunction with the Mission surveying mission in Peru. [21] [22] Part associated with Larrie D. Ferreiro in
Earth Measurement: A Light Expedition That Relapsed Our World. [23] New York Triangle, 1817. A more precise determination of the shape of the Earth will soon result from the measurement of the Struve geodesic loop (1816-1855) and will give a different value to the definition of this length. This does not turn off the
meter, but stresses that advances in science will allow for better measurement of the size and shape of the Earth. After the July Revolution of 1830, the clock became the ultimate standard of France since 1840. At that time, it was applied to the U.S. Coast Guard by Ferdinand Rudolph Hassler. [21] [25] [26] The unit of
length to which all distances are measured in a coastal survey is called the French metro, an authentic copy stored in the CoastGuard Survey Office archives. It was owned by the American Philosophical Society, which was donated by Mr. Hassler, who received it from Tralles, a member of the French Commission
accused of building a standard subway compared to the toise tree, which served as a length measurement unit for measuring circular arcs in France and Peru. It has all the authenticity of each original measuring metre, which carries not only the Commission's imprint, but also the initial sign that it is distinguished from
other bars during standard operation. It has always been referred to as the committee meter (French: Mètre des Archives). In 1830, President Andrew Jackson asked Ferdinand Rudolf Hassler to develop new standards for all U.S. states. By decision of the United States Congress, the British Parlementary Standard of
1758 was introduced as a unit of length. A surveyor with measurement skills played a key role in the internationalization of weight and measurement, Carlos Ibáñez e Ibáñez de Ibero, who became the first president of both the International Surveying Association and the International Weighing Commission. An
international meter rod created a meter stop in 1874 at the Conservatoire des Arts et Métiers. Present were Henri Tresca, George Matthey, Saint-Claire Deville and Debray In 1867 at the second joint conference of the International Association of Surveyors, held in Berlin, the issue of pepper length unit discussed around
the world to combine measurements taken in different countries to determine the size and shape of the Earth. [29] [30] The conference proposed the use of alternative meters for toise and the creation of an International MeterIng Commission, proposed by Johann Jacob Baeyer, Adolphe Hirsch and Carlos Ibáñez and
Ibáñez de Ibero, who came up with two calibrated surveying standards on the numerator for maps of Spain. [26] [29] [31] [32] The measurement traceability between the toss and the metres is ensured by comparing the Spanish standard with the standard established by Borda and Lavoisier in order to examine the
mesometer linking Dunkirk with Barcelona. [28] [32] [33] A member of the Preparatory Committee of 1870 and a representative of Spain at the Paris Conference in 1875, Carlos Ibáñez and Ibáñez de Ibero intervened within the French Academy of Sciences to introduce France to the project of establishing an International
Bureau of Measures equipped with the scientific equipment necessary to re-identify the units of the metric system in accordance with the progress of the scientific system. Gravimeter with varieties of pendulum Repsold in the 1870s and with modern precision, a series of international conferences was held to present new
mesometer standards. The Convention du Mètre of 1875 commits to the establishment of a Permanent International Bureau International des Poids et Mesures (BIPM) based in Sèvres, France. The new organization aims to build and maintain a prototype meter bar, distribute national metric prototypes, and maintain
comparisons between them and non-metric measurement standards. The organization distributed such rods in 1889 at the First General Conference on Weight and Measurement (CGPM: Conférence Générale des Poids et Mesures), establishing an international model meter as the distance between two lines on a
standard strip consisting of 90% platinum alloy and 10% iris, measured at the melting point of ice. [35] The comparison of the new meter prototypes with each other and with the Commission's metric sample (French: Mètre des Archives) involved the development of special measuring devices and the determination of a
repeatable temperature scale. Bipm measurement work led to the discovery of special iron and nickel alloys, especially invar, which its director, Swiss 2010 Charles-Edouard Guillaume, received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1920. [36] Artist's impression of the GPS-IIR satellite in orbit. As Carlos Ibáñez e Ibáñez de Ibero
said, progress in measurements combined with gravitational measurements by improving the Katera pendulum has led to a new era of surveying. If accurate measurement requires measurement assistance, then later it cannot continue to develop without the help of measurement. In fact, how to describe all ground ring
measurements as a function of the individual, and all measurements that determine the gravity of the pendulum, if the measurement does not give a common unit, are accepted and observed by all civilized nations, and moreover, it is not compared, with high accuracy, with the same unit all standards of measurement of
the measuring base, and all shuttle rods have been used or will be used in the future? Only if this series of measurement comparisons ends in a possible error of one thousandth of a millimeter can it combine the work of different countries and then publish the results of the final measurement of the Globe. Because the
shape of the Earth can be inferred from the varieties of the second-long pendulum with latitude, the U.S. Coast Guard instructed Charles Sanders Peirce in the spring of 1875 to travel to Europe to conduct pendulum experiments for original stations of this type, so that decisions about weight in the U.S. should
communicate with other regions of the world; and to carry out a careful analysis of the methods of conducting these studies in different European countries. In 1886, the surveying association changed its name to the International Surveying Association, which Carlos Ibáñez e Ibáñez de Ibero presided over until his death
in 1891. During this period, the International Surveying Association (German: Erdmessung International) gained worldwide importance with the accession of the United States, Mexico, Chile, Argentina and Japan. The founding of the Mitteleuropäische Gradmessung, which led to a series of global Earth ellipsoids (e.g.
Helmert 1906, Hayford 1910/1924) later developed the World Geodesy System. Today, actual meter sample measurements can be performed anywhere with atomic clocks embedded in GPS satellites. [11] In 1873, James Clerk Maxwell proposed that light from the element be used as standard for both meters and
seconds. These two quantities can then be used to determine the unit volume. In 1893, the standard meter was first measured using the Albert A. Michelson interferometer, invented and advocated for the use of specific wavelengths of light as a standard length. Until 1925, interferost was regularly used in BIPM.
However, international prototype indicators remained standard until the 1960s, when the eleventh CGPM identified the meter in the new International Unit System (SI) as '00000001650763.730001650763.73 wavelengths of red-orange emission lines in the electromagnetic spectrum of krypton-86 atoms in a vacuum. [44]
Defined by the speed of light To further reduce uncertainty, 17 CGPM in 1983 replaced the meter definition with its current definition, thus determining the length of the meter in seconds and the speed of light:[45] The meter is the length of the light path that travels in a vacuum for a period of 1/299 792 458 seconds. This
definition has determined the speed of light in a vacuum exactly and 000000299792458 billion000299792458 meters per second (≈ and 0000003 billion km/s). The intended by-product of the 17th definition of CGPM was that it allowed scientists to accurately compare the frequency of laser use, which resulted in a
wavelength with a fifth degree ina guarantee associated with a direct wavelength comparison, since interferotal errors were eliminated. To facilitate laboratory regeneration to the laboratory, 17 CGPM also built a neon helium laser using iodine stabilization recommended radiation to make the meter. [46] For meter
analysis, BIPM is currently considering hene laser wavelengths, λHeNe, as &amp;-1-1-1-1-10 billion The relatively estimated standard (U) is &amp;-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-10 billion.1×10-11. [46] [47] [48] This uncertainty is currently a limiting factor in the implementation of laboratory instruments, and is worse than the second,
based on the atomic clock of the fountain of thecasus (U=-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-1-10.000005×10-16). [49] Therefore, currently, the determination of meter units is often sketched (not specified) in laboratories as &amp;000 billion0001579800.7620421579800.762042(33) wavelengths of helium-neon laser light in
vacuum, the only mistake is to determine the frequency. [46] This frame symbol indicates an error explained in the measuring article about measured degrees. The actual meter measurement is uncertain in the description of the environment, with various interferometer uncertainties and uncertainty in the measurement of
the source frequency. The commonly used medium is air, and the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has created an online computer to convert wavelengths into vacuums into air waves. [51] According to NIST, airborne uncertainty in environmental description is dominated by errors in temperature
and pressure measurements. Errors in theoretical formulas are sharp. [52] For example, by performing such an extraction calibration, the meter can be extracted in the air using the helium laser light wavelength meter formula .33). and converts wavelengths into a vacuum in the length of air waves. Air is only a means that
can be used to measure unit meters and can use any vacuum interval or certain inert atmospheres, such as helium gas, providing appropriate corrections for the refection factors performed. Meters are defined as the length of a light path for a certain period of time, and actual measurements of laboratory length in meters
are determined by counting the number of wavelengths of laser light of one of the standard types that match the length[56] and converting the selected wavelength unit into a gauge. The three main elements limit the accuracy achieved by laser interfero length measurement:[57][58] uncertainty of the vacuum wavelength
of the source, uncertainty in the environmental light refraction indicator, counting the smallest number of interferometer resolutions. The latter is the specificity of the interfero itself. The conversion of wavelength to length in meters is based on the relationship λ = c n f {\displaystyle \lambda ={\frac {c}{nf}}} which converts
wavelength units λ to c-meter, the speed of light in vacuum with unit m/s. Although the transition from wavelength to meter causes an additional error in the overall length due to measurement errors in determining extraction and frequency, frequency measurement is one of the most accurate measurements available. [58]
Symbol symbol si system multiples symbol 100 m 101 dam 10−1 to 102 hm 10−2 centimeters cm 103 km 10-3 millimeters mm 106 millimeters Mm 10−6 m μm 109 gigam Gm 10−9 nanm nm 1012 têramm Tm 10 −12 p.m. 101 pêtamét Pm 10−15 1018 fm 10−18 at 1021 zêtamét Zm 10−10−10 10 10 2 zéptét zm 1024
yôtamét Ym 10−24 ym Bold unit is a unit or use See also International Measurement System Light Velocity Reference ^ Definitions of base units: Meter. National Institute of Standards and Technology. Accessed September 28, 2010.  17. General Conference on Weights and Measures (1983), Resolution 1. Accessed
September 19, 2012.  texte, Picard, Jean (1620–1682). Auteur du (1671). Mesure de la terre [par l'abbé Picard]. Gallica. p. 3-4. Accessed September 13, 2018. [for verification] ^ Bigourdan, Guillaume (1901). Le système métrique des poids et mesures; son établissement et sa propagation graduelle, avec l'histoire des
opérations qui ont servi à déterminer le mètre et le kilogramme. University of Ottawa. Paris: Gauthier-Villars. p. 6–8. [to be verified] ^ Poynting, John Henry; Thomson, Joseph John (1907). Physics manual. C. Griffin. p. 20. [for verification] ^ Picard, Jean (1620-1682) Auteur du texte (1671). Mesure de la terre [par l'abbé
Picard] (bằng tiѕng Anh). p. 3-5.  Bond, Peter( 1948-...). (2014). L'exploration du système solaire. Dupont-Bloch, Nicolas. Louvain-la-Neuve: De Boeck. p. 5-6. 9782804184964. OCLC 894499177.  ^ Première détermination de la distance de la Au Soleil | Les 350 ans de l'Observatoire de Paris. 350ans.obspm.fr. Accessed



May 14, 2019.  ^ Buffet, Loriane. Cassini, l'Astronome du roi et le satellite – Exposition virtuelle. expositions.obspm.fr (in French). Accessed May 14, 2019.  CS1 Maintenance: Unknown Language (link) ^ Struve nomination of the surveying arc for the inscription on the World Heritage List (PDF). Accessed May 13, 2019. 
↑ a b â Annotated blank (help) ^ Tipler, Paul A.; Mosca, Gene (2004). Physics for Scientists and Engineers (Issue 5). W.H. Freeman. p. 3. 0716783398.  ^ (decimal is not the essence of the metric system; the real meaning of this is that it was the first great attempt to define land units of measurement in terms of an
immutable astronomical or geodetic constant). The meter was in fact defined as one-tenth of a millionth of a quarter of the earth's circumference at sea level. Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China, Cambridge University Press, 1962 vol.4, fri.1, p. 42. Agnoli, Paolo (2004). Il senso della misura: la codifica
della realtà tra filosofia, scienza ed esistenza umana (in Italian). Armando Editore. 93-94,101. 97888883585326. Accessed October 13, 2015.  Cs1 Maintenance: Unknown language (link) ^ Rapport sur le choix d'une unité de mesure, lu à l'Académie des sciences, le 19 mars 1791 (in French). Gallica.bnf.fr 15 October
2007 Accessed March 25, 2013.  CS1 Maintenance: Unknown Language (link): Nous proposerons donc de mesurer immédiatement un arc du méridien, depuis Dunkerque jusqu'a Bracelone: ce qui comprend un peu plus de neuf degrés &amp; demi. [We then propose to measure directly the meridal arch between
Dunkirk and Barcelona: this includes just over nine and a half degrees.] p. 8 ^ Paolo Agnoli and Giulio D'Agostini,'Why did the counter beat the second?,' December, 2004 pp.1-29. ^ Oxford English Dictionary, Clarendon Press 2nd ed.1989, vol. IX p.697 col.3. Ramani, Madhvi. How France created the metric system.
www.bbc.com (in English). Accessed May 21, 2019.  Guedj 2001. Alder 2002. ^ a b Larousse, Pierre (1817-1875) (1866-1877). Grand dictionnaire universel du XIXe siècle: français, historique, géographique, mythologique, bibliographique.... T. 11 MEMO-O / par M. Pierre Larousse.  Check the date value in: |date= (help)
^ Levallois, Jean-Jacques (1986). La Vie des sciences. Gallica (in French). p. 288 to 290, 269, 276 to 277, 283. Accessed May 13, 2019.  Robinson, Andrew (August 10, 2011). History: How the Earth was shaped. Natura 476 (7359): 149-150. ISSN 1476-4687. doi:10.1038/476149a.  Ignored unknown parameters |doi-
access= (help) ^ Nominacja struve łuku geodezyjnego do napisu na Liście Światowego Dziedzictwa (PDF). Retrieved May 13, 2019.  ↑ Centrum, wpisane na Listę Światowego Dziedzictwa UNESCO. Struve Geodetic Arc. Centrum Światowego Dziedzictwa UNESCO (by English). Retrieved May 13, 2019.  ↑ a ă Ross,
Clarke Alexander; Jakub, Henryk (1 1 1873). XIII. Wyniki porównań standardów długości Anglii, Austrii, Hiszpanii, Stanów Zjednoczonych, Przylądka Dobrej Nadziei i drugiego rosyjskiego standardu, dokonane w Ordnance Survey Office w Southampton. Z przedmową i notatkami na temat greckich i egipskich miar
długości sir Henry'ego Jamesa. Filozoficzne transakcje Royal Society of London 163: 445–469. doi:10.1098/rstl.1873.0014.  Oignored unknown parameters such |doi-access= (help) ^ e-expo: Ferdinand Rudolf Hassler. www.f-r-hassler.ch. Retrieved May 21, 2019.  ↑ a ă â Soler, T. (February 1, 1997). Profil generała
Carlosa Ibáñeza e Ibáñez de Ibero: pierwszego prezesa Międzynarodowego Stowarzyszenia Geodezyjnego. Journal of Geodesy (in English) 71 (3): 176–188. Bibcode:1997JGeod.. 71.176S. ISSN 1432-1394. doi:10.1007/s001900050086.  ↑ aă Hirsch, Adolphe (1891). Don Carlos IBANEZ (1825–1891) (PDF). Bureau
International des Poids et Mesures. 19.08. Retrieved May 22, 2017.  ↑ BIPM - International Metre Commission. www.bipm.org. Retrieved May 26, 2017.  ↑ a b A Note on the History of the IAG. Strona główna IAG. Retrieved May 26, 2017.  ↑ a b Brunner, Jean (1857). Comptes rendus hebdomadaires des séances de
l'Académie des sciences / publiés... par MM. les secrétaires perpétuels. Gallica (in French). 150–153. Retrieved May 15, 2019.  ↑ Wilk, Karol (1827-1918) Auteur du texte (1882). Recherches historiques sur les étalons de poids et mesures de l'Observatoire et les appareils qui ont servi à les construire / par M.C. Wolf...
(by French). Tr.C.38–39, C.2–4.  ↑ Pérard, Albert (1957). Carlos IBAÑEZ DE IBERO (14 avril 1825 - 29 janvier 1891), par Albert Pérard (inauguracja d'un monument élevé à sa mémoire) (PDF). Institut de France – Académie des sciences. 26–28.  ↑ Narodowy Instytut Standardów i Technologii 2003; Kontekst historyczny
SI: Jednostka długości (metr) ^ BIPM – la définition du mètre. www.bipm.org. Retrieved May 15, 2019.  ↑ Ibáñez e Ibáñez de Ibero, Carlos (1881). Discursos leidos ante la Real Academia de Ciencias Exactas Fisicas y Naturales en la recepcion pública de Don Joaquin Barraquer y Rovira (PDF). Madryt: Imprenta de la
Viuda e Hijo de D.E. Aguado. ^ Report by Charles S. Peirce on his second European trip to the Anual Report of the Superintendent of the U.S. Coast Survey, New York, 18.05.1877. www.unav.es. Truy cրp ngày 22 tháng 5 năm 2019.  ^ Faye, Hervé (1880). Comptes rendus hebdomadaires des séances de l'Académie
des sciences / publiés... par MM. les secrétaires perpétuels. Gallica (bằng tiѕng Pháp). 1463–1466. Truy cրp ngày 22 tháng 5 năm 2019.  ^ Torge, Wolfgang (2016). Rizos, Chris; Willis, Pascal, biên tրp. From regional project to international organization: Baeyer-Helmert-Era international surveying association 1862-
1916. IAG 150 years. International Association of Surveying Symposia (bằng tiѕng Anh) (Springer International Publishing) 143: 3-18. 9783319308951. doi:10.1007/1345_2015_42.  ^ Torge, W. (1.07.2005). International Geodesy Association 1862-1922: from regional project to international organization. Journal of
Geodesy (bằng tiѕng Anh) 78 (9): 558-568. Bibcode:2005JGeod.. 78..558T. ISSN 1432-1394. doi:10.1007/s00190-004-0423-0.  ^ Histoire du mètre. Direction Générale des Entreprises (DGE) (bằng tiѕng Pháp). Truy cրp ngày 16 tháng 5 năm 2019.  ^ Maxwell, James Clerk (1873). Treaty on Electricity and Magnetism
(PDF) 1. London: MacMillan and Co. Tr. 3. ↑ Marion, Jerry B. (1982). Physics for science and engineering. CBS College Publishing. Tr. 3. ISBN 978-4-8337-0098-6.  ^ Ă 17. General Conference on Weights and Measures (1983), Resolution 1. Truy cրp ngày 19 tháng 9 năm 2012.  ^ a ă â Iodine (λ ≈ 633 nm) (PDF). Mise
en Pratique. BIPM. 2003. Truy cրp ngày 16 tháng 12 năm 2011.  ↑ The term relative standard uncertainty is explained by NIST on its website: Standard uncertainty and relative standard uncertainty. NIST reference on constants, units, and uncertainties: Basic physical constants. Nist. Truy cրp ngày 19 tháng 12 năm
2011.  ^ National Research Council 2010. ↑ National Institute of Standards and Technology 2011. ↑ A more detailed list of errors can be found in Pis, John S; Penzes, William B (tháng 12 năm 1992). §4 Reassessing measurement errors (PDF). Measurement of the NIST scale interferometer; NIST NISTIR document
4998. 9 ff. Truy cրp ngày 17 tháng 12 năm 2011.  ^ The formulas used in the calculator and the documentation behind them can be found in the Engineering metrology toolbox: Refractive index of air calculator. Nist. 23 tháng 9 năm 2010. Truy cրp ngày 16 tháng 12 năm 2011.  The selection is offered to use the modified
Edlén equation or the Ciddor equation. The documentation provides an overview of how to choose between the two options. ↑ §VI: Uncertainty and scope of validity. metrology toolkit: Air calculator's refection factor. Nist. 23 tháng 9 năm 2010. Truy cրp ngày 16 tháng 12 năm 2011.  ^ Dunning, F.B.; Hulet, Randall G.
(1997). Physical limitations of accuracy and resolution: Set the scale. Atomic, molecular and optical physics: electromagnetic radiation, volume 29, part 3. Academic press. 316. ISBN 978-0-12-475977-0. The error [introduced using air] can be reduced tenfold if the chamber is filled with helium atmosphere and not air.  ↑
Recommended standard frequency values. BIPM. 9 tháng 9 năm 2010. Truy cրp ngày 22 tháng 1 năm 2012.  ^ The National Physical Laboratory 2010. ^ BIPM stores a list of recommended radiation on its website. [54] [55] ^ A more detailed list of errors can be found in Beers, John S; Penzes, William B (tháng 12 năm
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